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NOTE TO EDITORS: You and your staff are welcome to cover this event personally. Please contact Major Maury Cralle (243-2681) to arrange times and entrance clearances.

BLUE MOUNTAIN WILL
BE THE SCENE OF "WAR" ACTION

A "war" is scheduled to be fought this weekend in the Blue Mountain area by 150 University of Montana Army Reserve Officer Training Cadets.

According to Major Raleigh R. Meyer, Jr., associate professor of military science, the maneuvers will commence at 9 a.m. Saturday (May 6), and will continue until the field problems are completed, sometime after midnight.

The training comes under a leadership reaction course in the University ROTC program and it will involve all advance corps cadets.

Subjects to be covered on the maneuvers include combat patrols behind enemy lines, treatment of civilians and prisoners, destroying an objective, sniper fire reaction, establishing an observation post, overcoming an aggressor roadblock, encountering aggressor armor and aggressor boobytrap.